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RADIO MOBILE 

Radio mobile is a free software for windows that provides a detailed simulation tool fro wireless 

networks using available digital elevation maps. The program can predict radio propagation from 20MHz 

to 20GHz. 

Some terminologies 

A system: is a particular choice of antenna that is say transmitter power, gain, radiation pattern etc. 

A unit: is a system installed in a particular location for example coordinates and antenna height 

A network: is a set of units, part of the same radio network. [1] 

Assignment 

I was required to simulate a wireless link between Mary Stuart hall in Nsibirwa hall using radio mobile 

software.  

I launched the program, opened unit properties and created two unit points namely Mary Stuart and 

Nsibirwa and input each coordinates respectively. The coordinates were obtained from google maps and 

were as follows: 

Mary Stuart:  latitude 0.330646 longitude 32.567053 

Nsibirwa: latitude 0.336063 longitude 32.569890 

 

Figure1: Marystuart and Nsibirwa coordinates and elevations. 

 

I then browsed to map properties and extracted the map with Marystaurt as my center reference. After 

that I clicked network properties to select a frequency band. I chose the 5GHz ISM band over the 2.4 

band because it has more channels (23 non over lapping channels and) and is also less prone to 

interference as compared to the 2.4GHz band. [2] 
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I selected the 5.8GHz range of 5470-5725 assigned by Uganda communications commission (UCC) as 

suitable for both indoor and outdoor applications. [3] 

I then set the antennas for both units and named them antenna1 and antenna2 for marystuart and 

nsibirwa respectively. I chose Yagi antennas for both units because of their high directivity due to the 

fact that I was designing a point to point link. Each of these antennas was to have a gain of 7.5dBi. 

I used a transmit power of 0.25W (24dBm) and this is the maximum transmitter power assigned by UCC 

for transmission in the 5470-5725 range of the 5.8GHz ISM band. UCC also regulates that maximum EIRP 

(Equivalent Isotropic radiated Power) in this range 1W in this range. [3] 

In the additional loss section of network parameters I set to city due to the interferences from the 

buildings like main university building that may occur. 

Antenna heights: 

I set the antenna height of antenna1 (at marystuart) to 31m from ground and this implies that the 

antenna shall be positioned 2m on top of marystuart hall building. This is because marystuart has 9 

floors and each floor is approx. 3m high so the entire building is approx. 29m plus its roof. 

I then set antenna2 height (at Nsibirwa) to 12m from ground and this shall be positioned 1m on top of 

nsibirwa hall. Nsibirwa has 3 floors. 

The above configurations gave a radio link with an EIRP of 1.12W but with line of sight and a received 

signal of -81.6dBm which is better than the receiver sensitivity of -109.5dBm. 

 

Figure2: Radio link  

 

The EIRP was however slightly greater than the maximum assigned by UCC.  
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Radio coverage: 

The configurations gave radio coverages as below: 

 

 

  Figure3: radio coverage with antenna1 transmitting 

 

  Figure4: radio coverage with antenna2 transmitting. 
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